
  

 
 

 

 

LANE SPECIFICATIONS:  

Each lane comprises a number of discs (injection molded in 
durable polyethylene, with additives for maximum UV and 
chemical resistance) threaded onto a 2000# test strength 
20-strand stainless steel cable. Interspersed between the discs, 
seated into the recesses provided, are ovoid blow-molded 
floats. One end of the cable is secured by means of copper 
sleeves to form a loop holding a stainless steel eyelet, into 
which is fitted a stainless steel S-hook. The opposing end of the 
lane is fitted with the unique Supertensioner™, a turnbuckle 
tensioning device.  

The body, lock nut and cap of the Supertensioner™ are injection 
molded of a specially compounded polypropylene while the 
other components are stainless steel (internal threaded rod, hook, 
lock nut bushing) and naval bronze (molded body bushing). The 
cable is restrained by a stainless steel clamp assembly, which 
locates inside the cap. The lane is supplied fully assembled; 
there may need to be some slight adjustment of the 
Supertensioner™ location, for which a full set of instructions is 
included.  

STANDARD COLORS ARE:  

Red, White, Royal Blue, Yellow, Green, Black, Grey, 
Navy Blue, Teal, Orange, Maroon and Purple.  
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“MAXIMUM” 6-INCH LANE STRINGING PATTERNS  

 

 

60 ft lane:  STR (1 x 47) + (9 x 10) + (1 x 47) - Hook 15 foot solid color lead-ins are 
followed by alternating colored sections.  

75 ft lane:  STR (1 x 46) + (2 x 10) + (11 x 9) + (2 x 10) + (1 x 47) + Hook 15 foot solid 
color lead-ins are followed by alternating colored sections. 15 meter backstroke markers are available 
upon request.  

25 m lane:  (1 x 46) + (4 x 10) + (9 x 9) + (4 x 10) + (1 x 47) + Hook 5 meter solid 
color lead-ins are followed by alternating colored sections. 15 meter backstroke markers are available 
upon request.  

50 m lane:  (1 x 46) + (17 x 10) + (9 x 9) + (17 x 10) + (1 x 47) + Hook 5 meter solid 
color lead-ins are followed by alternating colored sections. 15 meter backstroke markers are available 
upon request.  

 

  


